





























































































 Kitty       10
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MARIA JONES
 Self Portrait in Flux     35
SHANNON O’BRIEN
 Van de Kamps      38
DOUG MCNAMARA
 Pinkfish       53
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                     Along Sometimes Next to Impossible                34
HELEN SILVERSTEIN
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 Mask-a-Scare      42
 Mnemonic Vices      43
MIRANDA MERKLEIN
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JAC JEMC
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NATALIE YOUNG
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SPECS JOURNAL
NATHANIEL TAGGART
 Meld       50
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ERIN HOOVER
 My Curator      54
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 seventeen : resistance     57
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 Hands: A Text For Two Voices, Viola Da Gamba and Death 58
 My Gallery      65
N. A’YARA STEIN
 Geography is Destiny     68
WENDY BURK
 Salix goodingii (Gooding Willow)    69
ROBERT WALKER
 The Story In Which You Are A Knife    76
ROBIN LINN
 From the Hymnal      80
NOEL SLOBODA
 Mystery Play      82
 Community Arts      83
 On Time       84
LYNNE POTTS
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 Dunes; That Day      86
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TANIA HERSHMAN
 Like Owls      87
ANNE PITKIN
 Dust Bunny      88
BRUCE COVEY
 Motel Goose      89
 Orbits       90
WILLIAM DORESKI
 Gypsum in Nova Scotia     112
SHERMAN ALEXIE
 Sonnet, with Jet Wash     114
 Happy Holidays!      115
CARMEN BERENGUER
 Untitled       118
 Lengua Osa Verba     120
LIZ HENRY
 Untitled          119
 Tongue Dares Verbosity     121
 Poems by Carmen Berenguer, translated from the Spanish
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Coördinates of Yes by Janée J. Baugher    173
Petticoat Government by T.A. Noonan    175
The Ecological Thought by Timothy Morton   176
 
